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1.Bob is a Zen Master
who is oblivious to
pain and able to
control the universe
around him
2.Bob is a daredevil
who likes to get his
thrills by pushing the
limits and staring
death in the face
3.Bob is demonstrating
the amazing locking
capabilities of the new
Zonit Lock Power Cords
which are…

(see page 4)
Warning: Don’t attempt this with your run-of-the-mill power cords

That quote is from author, entrepreneur, speaker and self-made
millionaire, Jim Rohn. It essentially encapsulates the idea that who you
spend your time with influences the person you will eventually become.
This concept was not discovered by Rohn. Rather, he put into simple
language the notion that those in your inner circle determine how you
think, how you act and how successful you will be. In fact, in the classic
1937 book, Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon
Hill, the concept of the Mastermind Group
was revealed. Over a 20 year period, Hill
analyzed hundreds of some of the most wellknown and successful men in the world
including Andrew Carnegie, Henry Ford, John
D. Rockefeller, Thomas Edison and Charles
Schwab. He observed that essentially all of
The ultimate Mastermind
these men regularly met with other successful
Group: Henry Ford, Thomas
people of equal or greater stature to constantly
Edison, President Warren
Harding and Harvey Firestone
share ideas and challenge each other. Hence,
the concept of the Mastermind Group.
Now, I am not suggesting that you immediately go out and find new
friends. However, taking a fresh look at who you are spending the most
time with and considering whether you feel challenged, supported,
encouraged and refreshed would likely make a big change in your life.
Some time back I heard the expression, “If you want to run with the big
dogs, you have to get off the porch!” If you are looking for a way to
dramatically enhance your success, perhaps now is time to get off that
porch….
According to professional development trainer, Brian Tracy, planning
your day by writing a list of everything you have to do, the night before,
prompts your subconscious to work on your plans and goals while you
sleep. When you wake up, you feel ready to tackle your challenges.
When planning your time, consider the following points:
1. Key Questions – What is the highest value-added action I can do?
What can I do that I’ve done well before to make a difference? Why
am I on the payroll? Answering these questions will bolster
productivity by identifying all that needs to be done and in the
proper order.
2. Values – Decide what is important to you and in what order.
3. Consequences– Consider the rewards you would reap by completing
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a task, then compare to the consequences
of putting it aside.
The Pareto Principle – 20% of what you do
accounts for 80% of the value. Ask
yourself whether the task is among the
20% that creates the most value.
Urgency vs. Importance – While an
unexpected phone call or drop-in visit may
be urgent, the consequences of dealing
with them may not be important. Urgent
things are caused by someone else.
Important things are self-directed and
have the greatest value.
The Limiting Step – The Limiting Step
stands between you and what you want to
achieve. It is important to identify that
step and focus on getting that one thing
done.
A Written Plan – List of goals, plans and
objectives are of no help if they are not
written. There is a connection between
the brain and the hand. When you don’t
write it down, it’s fuzzy, but as you write it
and revise it, it becomes clear.
Visualization – See yourself doing what
you need to get done. Visualization trains
the subconscious to focus on completing
tasks. Visualize yourself performing the
upcoming task the night before to
condition the mind to do it the next day.

Monthly Quotes
“Failure is simply the
opportunity to begin
again, this time more
intelligently” – Henry
Ford

“Many of life’s failures
are people who did not
realize how close they
were to success when they
gave up” – Thomas A.
Edison

“Capital isn’t that
important in business.
Experience isn’t that
important. You can get
both of these things. What
is important is ideas.” –
Harvey S. Firestone

M ARK YOUR AUGUST
CALENDAR …
August 4 Coast Guard Day
August 9 National Bowling
Day
August 19 Bob’s Wife
Linda’s Birthday Day ( I had
to put that one in, or else!)
August 22 National Hug
Your Boss Day
August 31 Love Litigating
Lawyers Day
International Clown Week –
August 1 - 7
National Scrabble Week –
August 9 - 13
Elvis Week August 11 - 17
National Catfish Month
National Immunization
Awareness Month
Psoriasis Month

It has been a long time coming, but we can now finally offer
you the Zonit zLock Power Cords. The zLock cord is the
world’s first UNIVERSAL C13 to C14 locking cord. It’s
unique design completely eliminates accidental and vibration
disconnects.
zLock does not require a special
mating plug or receptacle in
order to have a secure
connection. It also doesn’t need
those hokey little sleeves that
some manufacturers use to lock
cords into a PDU. Simply replace your existing power cord
with our new zLock and enjoy
peace of mind.
Check out these great features:
 The only locking power cord
that locks both ends
 Plug and play replacement
for existing power cords
 Truly Universal – Requires no proprietary mating plug or
receptacle on the other side of the connection

 Available in locking C13 to locking C14 & NEMA 5-15 to
locking C-13; Locking C19/C20 and other configurations
coming soon
 Can be ordered in 14, 16 & 17 AWG for C13/C14 and 14, 16
& 18 AWG for C13 to NEMA 5-15
 Available in various lengths including 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and
2.5 meters; custom lengths upon request
 Tested to withstand over 40 lbs. of force
 Can be ordered in black, red and blue; additional colors
coming soon
 Includes a unique bar code label so you can scan and add
to your inventory management software
 UL Listed
And, for those of you that are using our Zonit Micro ATS
devices, zLock is now available on our Micro ATS line to
provide added uptime and peace of mind.
Finally, you’ll also be happy to know that while the zLock cord
is the only one of its kind on the market, it is priced very
inexpensively. Call me today for more information and a
quote for the cord configuration that best meets your
requirements.

